Cultural concealment and therapy outcomes.
Therapy is predicated on the need for clients to share intimate details about their lives, including their cultural values, attitudes, and beliefs. Previous studies have found that clients conceal certain aspects of their lives including, but not limited to their symptoms and their feelings about the therapy process. To date, there has not been an investigation focused on whether clients conceal aspects of their cultural identities, whether some therapists are more likely to have clients conceal aspects of their cultural identities, and if cultural concealment is associated with therapy outcomes. The present study attempted to do so utilizing the caseloads of 37 therapists who treated a total of 233 clients in a university counseling center setting. Client data were collected at the end of treatment utilizing the Patient's Estimate of Improvement (PEI; Hatcher & Barends, 1996), a measure that assesses client change on domains including general functioning, symptom related distress, intimate and social relationships, work or school, feelings about oneself, behavior, control of life, and tolerance for and ability to share painful feelings. Cultural concealment was assessed via 5 items regarding the amount and circumstances under which clients withheld cultural identity based information in therapy. Results indicated that within therapists' caseloads, client's ratings of cultural concealment were negatively associated with therapy outcomes. Additionally, therapists whose clients rated more cultural concealment on average had clients with worse therapy outcomes. Lastly, there was a significant contextual effect indicating that within and between therapist cultural concealment were statistically different from one another. (PsycINFO Database Record